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Figure 1: Our method creates a detailed avatar from a monocular video of a person turning around. Based on the SMPL
model, we first compute a medium-level avatar, then add subject-specific details and finally generate a seamless texture.

Abstract

stereo reconstruction [27, 55] with a camera moving around
the person, but the person has to maintain a static pose
which is not feasible in practice. Using depth data as input, the field has seen significant progress in reconstructing
accurate 3D body models [9, 81, 91] or free-form geometry [95, 53, 59, 24] or both jointly [77]. Depth cameras are
however much less ubiquitous than RGB cameras.
Monocular RGB methods are typically restricted to
prediciting the parameters of a statistical body model [58,
42, 60, 10, 5, 35]. To the best of our knowledge, the only
exception is a recent method [3] that can reconstruct shape,
clothing and hair geometry from a monocular video sequence of a person rotating in front of the camera. The basic
idea is to fuse the information from frame-wise silhouettes
into a canonical pose, and optimize a free-form shape regularized by the SMPL body model [50]. While this is a
significant step in 3D human reconstruction from monocular video, the reconstructions are overly smooth, lack facial
details and the textures are blurry. This results in avatars
that do not fully retain the identity of the real subjects.
In this work, we extend [3] in several important ways
to improve the quality of the 3D reconstructions and textures. Specifically, we incorporate information from facial
landmark detectors, shape-from-shading, and we introduce
a new algorithm to efficiently stitch partial textures coming
from frames of the moving person. Since the person is moving, information (projection rays from face landmarks and
normal fields from shading cues) can not be directly fused
into a single reconstruction. Hence, we track the person’s
pose using SMPL [50]; then we apply an inverse pose transformation to frame-wise projection rays and normal fields

We present a novel method for high detail-preserving
human avatar creation from monocular video. A parameterized body model is refined and optimized to maximally resemble subjects from a video showing them from
all sides. Our avatars feature a natural face, hairstyle,
clothes with garment wrinkles, and high-resolution texture.
Our paper contributes facial landmark and shading-based
human body shape refinement, a semantic texture prior,
and a novel texture stitching strategy, resulting in the most
sophisticated-looking human avatars obtained from a single video to date. Numerous results show the robustness and
versatility of our method. A user study illustrates its superiority over the state-of-the-art in terms of identity preservation, level of detail, realism, and overall user preference.

1. Introduction
The automatic generation of personalized 3D human
models is needed for many applications, including virtual
and augmented reality, entertainment, teleconferencing, virtual try-on, biometrics or surveillance. A personal 3D human model should comprise all the details that make us different from each other, such as hair, clothing, facial details
and shape. Failure to faithfully recover all details results in
users not feeling identified with their self-avatar.
To address this challenging problem, researchers have
used very expensive recording equipment including 3D and
4D scanners [64, 11, 50] or multi-camera studios with controlled lighting [68, 46]. An alternative is to use passive
1

to fuse all the evidence in a canonical T-pose; in that space,
we optimize a high-resolution shape regularized by SMPL.
Precisely, with respect to previous work, our approach differs in four important aspects that allow us better preserve
subject identity and details in the reconstructions:
Facial landmarks: Since the face is a crucial part of the
body, we incorporate 2D facial landmark detections into
the 3D reconstruction objective. To gain robustness against
misdetections, we fuse temporal detections by transforming
the landmark projection rays into the joint T-pose space.
Illumination and shape-from-shading: Shading is a
strong cue to recover fine details such as wrinkles. Most
shape-from-shading approaches focus on adding detail to
static objects. Here, we perform shape-from-shading at every frame, obtaining frame-wise partial 3D normal fields
that are then fused in T-pose space for final reconstruction.
Efficient texture stitching: Seamless stitching of partial textures from different camera views is particulary hard
for moving articulated objects. To prevent blurry textures,
one typically assigns the RGB value of one the views to
each texture pixel (texel), while preserving spatial smoothness. Such assignment problem can be formulated as a
multi-labeling assignment, where number possible labels
grows with the number of views. Consequently, the computational time and memory becomes intractable for for a
large number of labels – we define a novel texture update
energy function which can be minimized efficiently with a
graph cut for every new incoming view.
Semantic texture stitching: Aside from stitching artifacts, texture spilling is another common problem. For example texture that corresponds to the clothing often floods
into the skin region. To minimize spilling we add an additional semantic term into the texture update energy. The
term penalizes updating a texel with an RGB value that is
unlikely under a part-based appearance distribution. This
semantic appearance term significantly reduces spilling,
and implicitly ”connects” texels belonging to the same part.
The result is the most sophisticated method to obtain detailed 3D human shape reconstructions from single monocular video. Since metric based evaluations such as scan
to mesh distances do not reflect the perceptual quality, we
performed a user study to assess the improvement of our
method. The results show that users prefer our avatars over
state-of-the-art 89.64% of the times and they think our reconstructions are more detailed 95.72% of the times.

2. Related work
Modeling the human body is a long-standing problem in computer vision. Given a densely distributed multicamera system, one can make use of multi-view stereo
methods [43] for reconstructing the human body [27, 29,
40, 93]. More advanced systems allow reconstruction of
body shape under clothing [90, 87, 85], joint shape, pose

and clothing reconstruction [63], or capture body pose and
facial expressions [41]. However, such setups are expensive
and require complicated calibration.
Hence, monocular 3D reconstruction methods [54, 55]
are appealing but require depth images from many view
points around a static object and humans can not hold a
static pose for a long time. Therefore, nonrigid deformation of the human body has to be taken into account. Many
methods are based on depth sensors and require the subject
to hold the same pose. For example, in [48, 20, 71, 89],
the subject alternatively makes a certain pose and rotates
in front of the sensor. Then, several depth snapshots taken
from different view points are fused to generate a complete
3D model. Similarly, [78] proposes to use a turntable to rotate the subject to minimize pose variations. In contrast, the
methods of [9, 81, 91] allow a user to move freely in front
of the sensor. In recent years, real time nonrigid depth fusion has been achieved [53, 39, 74]. These methods usually
maintain a growing template and consist of two alternating
steps, i.e. a registration step, where the current template is
aligned to the new frame, and a fusion step, where the observation in the new frame is merged to the template. However,
these methods typically suffer from “phantom surfaces” artifacts during fast motion. In [77], this problem is alleviated
by using SMPL to constraint tracking. Model based monocular methods [10, 23, 32, 5, 35, 66, 65] have recently been
integrated with deep learning [58, 42, 60]. However, they
are restricted to predicting the parameters of a statistical
body model [50, 4, 36, 96, 64]. There are two exceptions,
that recover clothing and shape from a single image [33, 18]
but these methods require manual initialization of pose and
clothing parameters. [3] is the first method capable of reconstructing full 3D shape and clothing geometry from a
single RGB video. Users can freely rotate in front of the
camera while roughly holding the A-pose. Unfortunately,
this approach is restricted to recover only medium-level details. The fine-level details such as garment wrinkles, subtle
geometry on the clothes and facial features, which are essential elements for preserving the identity information, are
missing. Our goal is to recover the missing fine-level details of the geometry and improve the texture quality such
that the appearance identity information can be faithfully
recovered.
Another branch of work in human body reconstruction
is more focused on capturing the dynamic motion of the
character. Works either recover articulated skeletal motion [76, 51, 30, 72, 2, 38], or surfaces with deformed
clothing, usually called performance capture. In performance capture many approaches reconstruct a 3D model
for each individual frame [75, 47, 19] or fuse a window
of frames [59, 24]. However, these methods cannot generate a temporal coherent representation of the model, which
is an important characteristic for many applications. To

solve this, methods register a common model to results
of all frames [15], use volumetric representation for surface tracking [1, 37], or assume a pre-built static template.
Again, most of those methods are based on multi-view images [21, 28, 62, 17, 67, 68]. There are attempts on reducing
the number of cameras, such as the stereo method [82], single view depth based method [95] and the recent monocular
RGB based method [86]. Note that the result of our method
can be used as the initial template for above-mentioned template based performance capture methods.
Shape-from-shading is also highly related to our
method. A comprehensive survey can be found in [92]. We
only discuss the application of shape-from-shading in the
context of human body modeling. Geometric details, e.g.
folds in the non-textured region, are difficult to capture with
silhouette or photometric information. In contrast, shapefrom-shading captures such details [82, 83, 34]. There are
also approaches for photometric stereo which recover the
shape using controlled light stage setup [79].
Texture generation is an essential task for modeling a
realistic virtual character, since a texture image can describe
the material properties that cannot be modeled by the surface geometry. The key of a texture generation method is
how to combine texture fragments created from different
views. Many early works blend the texture fragments using
weighted averaging across the entire surface [7, 22, 57, 61].
Others make use of mosaicing strategies, which yields
sharper results [6, 45, 56, 69]. [44] is the first to formulate texture stitching as a graph cut problem. Such formulation has been commonly used in texture generation
for multi-view 3D reconstruction. However, without accurately reconstructed 3D geometry and registered images,
these methods usually suffer from blurring or ghosting artifacts. To this end, many methods focus on compensating
registration errors [25, 8, 80, 26, 94]. In our scenario, the
registration misalignment problem is even more severe, due
to our challenging monocular nonrigid setting. Therefore,
we propose to take advantage of semantic information to
better constrain our problem.

3. Method
In this paper, our goal is to create a detailed avatar from
an RGB video of a subject rotating in front of the camera. The focus lies hereby on fine-level details, that model
a subject’s identity and individual appearance. As shown in
Fig. 2, our method reconstructs a textured mesh model in a
coarse-to-fine manner, which consists of three steps: First
we estimate a rough body shape of the subject, similar to
[3], where the medium-level geometry of the clothing and
skin is reconstructed. Then we add fine-level geometric details, such as garment wrinkles and facial features, based on
shape-from-shading. Finally, we compute a seamless texture to capture the texel-level appearance details. In the fol-
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Figure 2. Our method 3-step method: We first estimate a medium
level body shape based on segmentations (a), then we add details
using shape-from-shading (b). Finally we compute a texture using
a semantic prior and a novel graph cut optimization strategy (c).

lowing, we first describe our body shape model, and then
discuss the details of our three steps.

3.1. Subdivided SMPL body model
Our method is based on the SMPL body model [50].
However, the original SMPL model is too coarse to model
fine-level details such as garment wrinkles and fine facial
features. To this end, we adapt the model as follows.
The SMPL model is a parameterized human body model
described by a function of pose θ and shape β returning
N = 6890 vertices and F = 13776 faces. As SMPL
only models naked humans, we use the extended formulation from [3] allowing offsets D from the template T:
M (β, θ, D) = W (T (β, θ, D), J(β), θ, W)

(1)

T (β, θ, D) = T + Bs (β) + Bp (θ) + D

(2)

where W is a linear blend-skinning function applied to a
rest pose T (β, θ, D) based on the skeleton joints J(β) and
after pose Bp (θ) and shape dependent Bs (β) deformations.
The inverse function M −1 (β, θ, D) unposes the model and
brings the vertices back into the canonical T-pose. As we
aim for fine details and a subject’s identity, we further extent
the formulation. As shown in Fig. 3, we subdivide every
edge of the the SMPL model twice. Every new vertex is
defined as:
v N +e = 0.5(v i + v j ) + se ne ,

(i, j) ∈ Ee

(3)

where E defines the pairs of vertices forming an edge and
ne is the average normal between the normals of the vertex
pair. s ∈ s defines the displacement in normal direction
ne . ne is calculated at initialization time in unposed space
and can be posed according to W . The new finer model
Mf (β, θ, D, s) consists of N = 110210 vertices and F =
220416 faces. To recover the high-res smooth surface we
calculate an initial set s0 = {s0 , . . . , se } by minimizing


X
wij (v i − v j )

arg min LMf =
s

(4)

j∈N (i)

where L is the Laplace matrix with cotangent weights wij
and N (i) defines the neighbors around v i .

3.2. Medium-level body shape reconstruction

se ne

In recent work, a pipeline to recover a subject’s body
shape, hair and clothing in the same setup as ours has been
presented [3]. They first select a number of key-frames
(K ≈ 120) evenly distributed over the sequence and segment them into foreground and background using a CNN
[14]. Then they recover the 3D pose for each selected frame
based on 2D landmarks [16]. At the core of their method
they transform the silhouette cone of every key-frame back
into the canonical T-pose of the SMPL model using the inverse formulation of SMPL. This allows efficient optimization of the body shape independent of pose. We follow their
pipeline and optimize for the subjects body shape in unposed space. However, we notice that the face estimation
of [3] is not accurate enough. This prevents us from further
recovering fine-level facial features in the following steps,
since precise face alignment is necessary for that. To this
end, we propose a new objective for body shape estimation
(dependency on parameters removed for clarity):
arg min Esilh + Eface + Eregm

(5)

β,D

The silhouette term Esilh measures the distance between
boundary vertices and silhouette rays. See [3] for details
and regularization Eregm . The face alignment term Eface penalizes the distance between the 2D facial landmark detections and the 2D projection of 3D facial landmarks. We
use OpenPose [73] to detect 2D facial landmarks for every key-frame. In order to incorporate the detections into
the method, we establish a static mapping between landmarks and points on the mesh. Every landmark l is mapped
to the surface via barycentric interpolation of neighboring
vertices. During optimization, we measure the point to line
distance between the landmark l on the model and the corresponding camera ray r describing the 2D landmark detection in unposed space:
δ(l, r) = l × r n − r m

(6)

where r = (r m , r n ) is given in Plucker coordinates. The
face alignment term finally is:
X
Eface =
wl ρ(δ(ll , rr ))
(7)
l,r∈L

where L defines the mapping between mesh points and
landmarks, w is the confidence of the landmark given by the
CNN and ρ is the Geman-McClure robust cost function. To
speed up computation time, we use the coarse SMPL model
formulation (Eq. 1) for the medium-level shape estimation.

3.3. Modeling fine-level surface details
In Sec. 3.2, we capture the medium-level details by globally integrating the silhouette information from all keyframes. Now our goal is to obtain fine-level surface details, which cannot be estimated from silhouette, based

di ∈ D
Figure 3. One face of the new SMPL formulation. The displacement field vectors d∗ and the normal displacements s∗ n∗ form
the subdivided surface.

on shape-from-shading. Note that estimating shape-fromshading globally over all frames would lead to a smooth
shape without details, due to fabric movement and misalignments. Thus, we first capture the details for a number
of key-frames individually, and then incrementally merge
the details into the model as new triangles become visible
in a consecutive key-frame. We found that the number of
key-frames can be lower than in the first step and choose
K = 60. Now we describe how to capture the fine-level details for a single key-frame k based on shape-from-shading.
To make this process robust, we estimate shading normals
individually in a window around the key-frame and then
jointly optimize for the surface.
Shape-from-shading: For each frame, we first decompose the image into reflectance Ir and shading Is using the
CNN based intrinsic decomposition method of [52]. The
function Hc calculates the shading of a vertex with spherical harmonic components c. We estimate spherical harmonic components c that minimize the difference between
the simulated shading and the observed image shading Is
jointly for the given window of frames [84]:
X
arg min
|Hc (ni ) − Is (Pv i )| ,
(8)
c

i∈V

where V denotes the subset of visible vertices, i.e. the angle
between the normal and the viewing direction is 0 < α ≤
αmax . P is the projection matrix. Having the scene illumination and the shading for every pixel, we can now estimate
auxiliary normals Ñ = {ñ0 , . . . , ñN } for every vertex per
frame:
arg min Egrad + wlapn Elapn .
(9)
Ñ

The Laplacian smoothness term Elapn = LÑ enforces the
normals to be locally smooth. Egrad penalizes shading errors
by calculating the difference between the gradient between
a shaded vertex and its neighbors N and the image gradient
at the projected vertex positions:
Egrad =

X

X

||∆Hc (ñi , ñj ) − ∆Is (Pv i , Pv j )||2

i∈V j∈N (i)∩V

(10)

with ∆f (a, b) = f (a) − f (b).
Surface reconstruction: In order to merge information
about all estimated normals within the window, we trans-

Figure 4. We calculate a semantic segmentation for every key
frame. The semantic labels are mapped into texture space and
combined into a semantic texture prior.

Figure 5. Based on part textures from key frames (left), we stitch
a complete texture using graph-cut based optimization. The associated key frames for each texel are shown as colors on the right.

form the normals back into the canonical T-pose using the
inverse pose function of SMPL M −1 . Then we optimize
for the surface which explains the merged normals. Further,
we include the silhouette term and face term of Sec. 3.2 to
enforce the surface to be well aligned to the images. Specifically, we minimize:

correspondence c in posed space of key-frame k. Then we
minimize point to line distance in unposed space:
X
Ematch =
ρ(δ(v i , rc ))
(15)

arg min

X

D,s

j∈C


λj Esilh,j + λj wface Eface,j + wsfs Esfs + Eregf (11)

with weights w∗ and λj = 1 for j = k and λj < 1 otherwise. Esilh and Eface are evaluated over a number of control
frames C and matches in Esilh are limited to vertices in the
original SMPL model. The shape-from-shading term is defined as:
Esfs =

k+m
X

X

||ni − ñfi ||2

(12)

f =k−m i∈V

where k is the current key-frame and m specifies the window size, usually m = 1. ñfi denotes the auxiliary normal
of vertex i calculated from frame f . All normals are in Tpose space. Eregf regularizes the optimization as described
in the following:
Eregf = wmatch Ematch + wlap Elap + wstruc Estruc + wcons Econs (13)

Ematch penalizes the discrepancy between two neighboring key-frames. Specifically, for a perfect estimation, the
following assumption should hold: When warping a keyframe into a neighboring key-frame based on the warpfield described by the projected vertex displacement, the
warped frame and the target frame should be similar. Ematch
describes this metric: First we calculate the described
warp. Then we calculate warping errors based on optical
flow [13]. Based on the sum of the initial warp-field and
the calculated error, we establish a grid of correspondences
between neighboring key-frames. Every correspondence c
should be explained by a particular point of the mesh surface. We first find a candidate for every correspondence:
arg min
i∈V

cos(αki )δ(v ki , rkc ) + cos(αji )δ(v ji , rjc )
cos(αki ) + cos(αji )

(14)

where αki is the viewing angle under which the vertex i has
been seen in key-frame k and rkc is the projection ray of

i,c∈M

where M is the set of matches established in Eq. 14.
The remaining regularization terms of Eq.13 are as
follows: Elap is the Laplacian smoothness term with
anisotropic weights [84]. Estruc aims to keep the structure
of the mesh by pruning edge length variations. Econs prunes
large deviations from the consensus shape.
We optimize using a dog-leg trust region method using
the chumpy autodifferentiation framework. We alternate
minimizing and finding silhouette point to line correspondences. Regularization is reduced step-wise.

3.4. Texture generation
A high quality texture image is an essential component
for a realistic virtual character, since it can describe the material properties that cannot be modeled by the surface geometry. In order to obtain a sharp and seamless texture, we
solve the texture stitching on a per texel level (Fig. 5), in
contrast to that on a per face level as in other works [44].
In other words, our goal is to color each pixel in the texture image with a pixel value taken from one out of K keyframes. However, this makes the scale of our problem much
larger, and therefore does not allow us to perform global optimization. To this end, we propose a novel texture merging
method based on graph cut, which translates our problem
to a series of binary labeling subproblems that can be efficiently solved. Furthermore, meshes and key-frames are
not perfectly aligned. To reduce color spilling and artifacts
caused by misalignments, we compute a semantic prior before stitching the final texture (Fig. 4).
Partial texture generation: For every key-frame, we
first project all visible surface points to the frame and write
the color at the projected position into the corresponding
texture coordinates. In order to factor out the illumination in
the texture images, we unshade the input images by dividing them with the shading images as used in Sec. 3.3. The
partial texture calculation can easily be achieved using the

OpenGL rasterization pipeline. Apart from the partial color
texture image, we calculate two additional texture maps for
the merging step, i.e. the viewing-angle map and the semantic map. For the viewing-angle map, we compute the
viewing angle αkt under which the surface point t has been
seen in key-frame k.
The semantic prior is generated by re-projecting the human semantic segmentation to the texture space. Specifically, we first calculate a semantic label for every pixel
in the input frames using a CNN based human parsing
method [49]. Each frame is segmented into 10 semantic classes such as hair, face, left leg and upper clothes.
Then the semantic information of all frames is fused into
the global semantic map by minimizing for labeling x:
arg min
x

T
X

X

ϕt (xt ) +

t=0

PK
ϕt (xt ) = 1 −

ψ(xt , xq )

(16)

t,q∈N
k=0

Xk (cos2 αkt )
K

(17)

Here ϕ is the energy term describing the compatibility of a
label x with the texel t, where Xk returns the given value
if the texel was labeled with x in view k and 0 otherwise.
ψ gives the label compatibility of neighboring texels t and
q. We solve Eq. 16 by multi-label graph-cut optimization
with alpha-beta swaps [12]. While constructing the graph,
we connect every texel not only with its neighbors in texture
space but with all neighbors on the surface. In particular this
means texels are connected across texture seams. To have a
strong prior for the texture completion, we calculate Gaussian mixture models (GMM) of the colors in HSV space per
label using the part-textures and corresponding labels.
Texture merging: Next, we calculate the complete texture by merging the partial textures. While keeping the
same graph structure, the objective function is:
arg min
u

T
X
t=0

θt (ut ) +

X

ηt,q (ut , uq )

(18)

t,q∈N

where the labeling u assigns every texel to a partial texture
k. The first term seeks to find the best image for each texel:
θt (k) = wvis sin2 αkt + wgmm m(Utk , xt )
+wface d(Utk )

+ wsilh Esilh,k

(19)

with weights w∗ . m returns the Mahalanobis distance between the color value for t in part-texture k given the semantic label xt . d calculates the structural dissimilarity between the first and the given key-frame. d is only evaluated
on texels belonging to the facial region and ensures consistent facial expression over the texture.
The smoothness-term η ensures similar colors for neighboring texels. For neighboring texels assigned to different
key-frames ut 6= uq , while belonging to the same semantic
region xt = xq , ηt,q equals the gradient magnitude between
the texel colors ||Utut − Uquq ||.

a)

b)

Figure 6. Side-by-side comparisons of our reconstructions (b) and
the input frame (a). As can be seen from (b), our method closely
resembles the subject in the video (a).

Since the number of combinations in η is very high, it is
computationally not feasible to solve Eq. 18 as a multi label
graph-cut problem. Thus, we propose the following strategy for an approximate solution: We convert the multi-label
problem to a binary labeling decision b ∈ {update, keep}.
We initialize the texture with M = U0 . Then we randomly
choose a key-frame k and test it against the current solution. The likelihood of selecting a key-frame is inversly proportional to its remaining silhouette error Esilh,k in order to
favor well-aligned key-frames. Further, η is approximated
with:
(
ηt,q =

max(||Mt − Uqk ||, ||Mq − Utk ||),
0,

if bt 6= bq ∧ xt = xq
otherwise
(20)

Convergence is usually reached between 2K to 3K iterations. Finally, we cross-blend between different labels
to reduce visible seams. The run-time per iteration on
1000 × 1000 px with Python code using a standard graph
cut library is ∼2 sec. No attempts for run-time optimization
have been made.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our method on two publicly available
datasets: The People-Snapshot dataset [3] and the dataset
used in [9]. To validate the perceived quality of our results
we performed a user study.

4.1. Qualitative results and comparisons
We compare our method to the recent method of [3] on
their People-Snapshot dataset. The approach of [3] is the
only other monocular 3D person reconstruction method.
The People-Snapshot dataset consists of 24 sequences of
different subjects rotating in front of the camera while
roughly holding an A-pose. In Fig. 6, we show some examples of our reconstruction results, which precisely overlay
the subjects in the image. Note that the level of detail of

a)

b)

Figure 7. Our results (b) in comparison against the RGB-D method
[9] (a). Note that the texture prior has not been used (see Sec. 4.1).

Figure 8. In comparison to the method of [3] (left), the faces in our
results (right) have finer details in the mesh and closely resemble
the subject in the photograph.

the input images is captured by our reconstructed avatars.
In Fig. 11, we show side-by-side comparison to [3]. Our
results (right) reconstruct the face better and preserve many
more details, e.g. clothing wrinkles and t-shirt stamps.
Additionally, we compare against the state-of-the-art
RGB-D method [9], also using their dataset of people in
minimal clothing1 . While their method relies on depth data,
we only use the RGB video which makes the problem much
harder. Despite this, as shown in Fig. 7, our results are comparable in quality to theirs.

4.2. Face similarity measure
One goal of our method was to preserve the individual
appearance of subjects in their avatars. Since the face is
crucial for this, we leverage facial landmarks detections and
shape-from-shading. As seen in Fig. 11 our method adds a
significant level of detail to the facial region in comparison
to state-of-the-art. In Fig. 8 we show the same comparison also for untextured meshes. Our result closely resembles the subject in the photograph. To further demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method for face similarity preservation, we perform the following experiment: FaceNet [70]
is a deep network, that is trained to map from face images
to an Euclidean space where distance corresponds to face
similarity. We use FaceNet trained on the CASIA WebFace
dataset [88] to measure the similarity between photos of the
subjects in the People-snapshot dataset and their reconstructions. Two distinct subjects in the dataset have a mean similarity distance of 1.33 ± 0.13. Same subjects in different
settings differ by 0.55 ± 0.18. Our reconstructions feature
a mean distance of 0.99 ± 0.11 to their photo counterparts.
Reconstructions of [3] perform significantly worse with a
1 The deep learning based segmentation [31] only works for fully
clothed people so we had to deactivate the semantic prior in this dataset.

Figure 9. Comparison of a result of our method before (left) and
after (right) applying shape-from-shading based detail enhancing.

Figure 10. The semantic prior for texture stitching successfully
removes color spilling (left) in our final texture (right).

mean distance of 1.09±0.15. While our reconstructions can
be reliable identified using FaceNet, reconstructions of [3]
have a similarity distance close to a distance of distinct people, making them less likely to be identified correctly.

4.3. Ablation analysis
In the following we qualitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of further design choices of our method.
Shape-from-shading: In order to render the avatars under different illuminations, detailed geometry should be
present in the mesh. In Fig. 9, we demonstrate the level of
detail added to the meshes by shape-from-shading. While
the mesh on the left only describes the low-frequency shape,
our refined result on the right contains fine-grained details
such as wrinkles and buttons.
Influence of the texture prior: In Fig. 10 we show
the effectiveness of the semantic prior for texture stitching.
While the texture on the left computed without the prior
contains noticeable color spills on the arms and hands, the
final texture on the right contains no color spills and less
stitching artifacts along semantic boundaries.

4.4. User study
Finally, we conducted a user study in order to validate
the visual fidelity of our results. Each participant was asked
four questions about 6 randomly chosen results out of the
24 reconstructed subjects in People-Snapshot dataset. The
avatars shown to each participant and the questions asked
were randomized. In every question the participants had to
decide between our method, and the method of [3]. The
four question were:
− Which avatar preserves the identity of the person in the
image better? (identity)

Textured Avatars
Untextured Avatars

Identitiy
83.12 %
65.70 %

Details
95.72 %

Realism
92.27 %
89.73 %

Preference
89.64 %
-

Table 1. Results of the user study. Percentage of answers where
users preferred our method over [3]. We asked for four different
aspects. See Sec. 4.4 for details.

− Which avatar has more detail? (detail)
− Which avatar looks more real to you? (realism)
− Which avatar do you like better? (preference)
We presented the users renderings of the meshes in consistent pose and illumination. The users were allowed to
zoom into the images. At questions identity and realism
we showed the participants either textured or untextured
meshes. For identity comparison we additionally showed
a photo of the subject next to the renderings. When asking
for detail we only showed untextured meshes, and when
asking for preference we only showed textured results. Additionally, we asked for the level of experience with 3D data
(None, Beginner, Proficient, Expert). 74 people participated
in our online survey, covering the whole range of expertise.
The results of the study are summarized in Table 1. The
participants clearly preferred our results in all scenarios
over current state-of-the-art. Admittedly, when asked about
identity preservation in untextured meshes, users preferred
our method, but this time only 65.70%. Further inspection
of the results shows that users with high experience with
3D data think our method preserves the identity better with
90.48% versus 60.49% for novice users. We hypothesize
that unexperienced users find it more difficult to recognize
people from 3D meshes without textures. Most importantly,
by a large margin, our results are perceived as more realistic (92.27%), preserve more details (95.72%) and where
preferred 89.64% of the times.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
We have proposed a novel method to create highly detailed personalized avatars from monocular video. We improve over the state-of-the-art in several important aspects:
Our optimization scheme allows to integrate face landmark
detections and shape-from-shading from multiple frames.
Experiments demonstrate that this results in better face reconstruction and better identity preservation. This is also
confirmed by our user study, which shows that people think
our method preserves identity better 83.12% of the times,
and capture more details 95.72% of the times.
We introduced a new texture stitching binary optimization, which allows us to efficiently merge the appearance
of multiple frames into a single coherent texture. The optimization includes a semantic texture term that incorporates appearance models for each semantic segmentation
part. Results demonstrate that the common artifact of color
spilling from skin to clothing or viceversa gets reduced.

Figure 11. In comparison to the method of [3] (left), our results
(right) look much more natural and have finer details.

We have argued for a method to capture the subtle, but
very important details to make avatars look realistic. Indeed
details matter, the user study shows that users think our results are more realistic than the state of the art 92.7% of the
times, and prefer our avatars 89.64% of the times.
Future work should address capture of subjects wearing clothing with topology different from the body, including skirts and coats. Furthermore, to obtain full texturing,
subjects have to be seen from all sides – it may be possible to infer occluded appearance using sufficient training
data. Another avenue to explore is reconstruction in an uncooperative setting, e.g. from online videos of people.
Having cameras all around us, we can now serve the
growing demand for personalized avatars in virtual and augmented reality applications e.g. in the fields of entertainment, communication or e-commerce.
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